EZ SINGLE ROCKER SELF-POWERED WIRELESS LIGHT SWITCH

The DEKOR® Single Rocker Self-Powered Wireless Light Switch is a battery-free transmitter that communicates with the DEKOR® Wireless LED Dimmer. When the switch is pressed a micro-generator produces a small electric current that powers the built-in transmitter. The transmitter sends a wireless signal that commands the receiver to turn light on or off and controls the dimming of the lights.

**Product ID:** EZWIRELESSSWALLSWITCH

**Compatible with:** EZWIRELESSWALLRECEIVER

**Dimensions:** Width: 2.75" X HEIGHT: 4.5" L X Depth: .62"

**Range:** 50-150 feet (typical)

**Power Supply:** Self generated when switch is pressed

**Buttons:** 2 Buttons (1 Rocker)

**Output Channels:** Only limited to the number of receivers in range

**Addressing:** Factory set unique ID (1 of 4 billion)

---

**Linking:** Link switch to receiver

1. **DO NOT MOUNT SWITCH UNTIL AFTER IT HAS BEEN LINKED** to the appropriate receiver. Test range of the wireless light switch before mounting.
2. **MAKE SURE SWITCH IS WITHIN 16 FEET (5 METERS) OF DESIRED RECEIVER WHEN LINKING.** Receivers have reduced range during link mode.
3. **LINKING:** To link the wireless light switch with the receiver, simply press the rocker of the wireless light switch while the receiver is in the desired Link Mode (see receiver instructions for information on how to link the receiver - some receivers require triple press for linking)
4. **ACTIVATION:** Once the wireless light switch has been linked to a receiver, simply press the rocker on the wireless light switch to control the load.

**NOTE:**

1) Do not attempt to activate the load while the receiver is in Link Mode or the receiver may accidently link or unlink the switch.
2) When linking a switch to a receiver, press only one side of the switch at a time.

**Equipment needed for Installation:** Slotted Screwdriver, Phillips Screwdriver, Double sided foam mounting tape (for adhesive mounting), Plastic wall anchors and screws (for screw mounting)

**Mounting:** Wireless light switch can be mounted in a standard switch box or surface mounted using screws or adhesive.

**Screw Surface Mount:**

1. If necessary, drill pilot holes into wall.
2. Use suitable screws (not included) to mount wireless light switch back plate to the wall.
3. Attach the Switch to Back Plate using the included 6x3/8" screws.
4. Attach the faceplate after the switch has been attached to the back plate (Faceplate screws are included).

**Adhesive Surface Mount:**

1. Attach the Switch to Back Plate using the included 6x3/8" screws.
2. Attach the faceplate after the switch has been attached to the back plate (Faceplate screws are included).
3. Apply adhesive tape to Back Plate of the switch.
4. Affix Switch to wall.

**Switch Box Mount:**

1. Set aside Back Plate. It is not needed for this installation
2. Attach the switch into the screw holes on the switch box using the included 6-32 x 3/4" screws.
3. Attach the faceplate after the switch has been attached to the switch box (Faceplate screws are included).

---

Always follow local electrical codes when installing this device. Installation should be performed by a qualified electrician.

The device or certain aspects thereof is protected by at least one U.S. or International patent or has at least on such patent application pending.
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